Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The World-Wide Web contains billions of relational data in the form of HTML tables, i.e. web tables (Cafarella et al. \[[@CR1], [@CR8]\]; Lehmberg et al. \[[@CR2]\]), which carries valuable structured information. This high-quality relational data is an important data source for knowledge extraction on the Web.

In order to make machines to understand these tables, one of the critical steps is to map the mentions in table cells to their corresponding entities in a given knowledge base (KB), which is called table entity linking or table entity disambiguation. For example, in the web table in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, this task aims to link the mention "Louvre" in the first column to the entity "Louvre Museum" in Wikipedia. Table entity linking is an important and challenging stage in table semantic understanding since the mentions in tables are usually ambiguous.Fig. 1.An example of web table describing the information of museums.

In this paper, we only focus on tables where rows clearly represent separate tuple-like objects, and columns represent different dimensions of each tuple (similar to Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, since this paper does not focus on how to determine which cells can be linked to the knowledge base, we assume that the linkable mentions are already known and perform entity linking on these linkable mentions, excluding un-linkable content, such as numbers, etc.

Compared with entity linking in free-format text, it is more difficult to disambiguate mentions in tables due to the less context of table cells. The existing researches mainly used collective classification techniques \[[@CR3]\], graph-based algorithm \[[@CR4]\], multi-layer perceptron \[[@CR5]\], etc. to solve this problem. These methods do not capture the semantic features of mentions and entities well, and can't yield desired disambiguation effect. In order to better represent mentions and entities, we use a hybrid semantic matching model to capture the local semantic information between table mentions and candidate entities from different semantic aspects.

Since tables have the property of column consistency, that is, cells in the same column have similar contents and belong to the same category, it is natural to jointly disambiguate the mentions in the same column. In addition, we have noticed that mentions usually have different difficulty in disambiguating depending on the quality of the contextual information. If we sort the mentions in the same column and start with mentions that are easier to disambiguate, it would be useful to utilize the information of previously referred entities for the subsequent entity disambiguation.

In this paper, we propose a joint model with hybrid semantic matching for table entity linking, which is called *JHSTabEL* for short. This model consists of two modules: Hybrid Semantic Matching Model and Global Decision Model. The Hybrid Semantic Matching Model encodes the contextual information of each mention and its candidate entities. It uses the representation-based and interaction-based models to capture matching features at abstract and concrete levels respectively, and then aggregates them to obtain the hybrid semantic features, based on which the similarity scores of the mentions and entities are calculated. Before entering the global model, the mentions in the same column are sorted according to local similarity scores. The Global Decision Model uses an LSTM network to encode the local representations of mention-entity pairs and jointly disambiguate the mentions via a sequential manner. In summary, we make the following contributions:We propose a hybrid semantic matching model which aggregates complementary abstract and concrete matching features to make full use of the local context.We use a global decision model to jointly disambiguate the mentions in the same column. The disambiguation is made from a global perspective.We evaluate our model on web table datasets and the experimental results show that our model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

WebTables \[[@CR1], [@CR8]\] showed that the World-Wide Web consisted of a huge number of data in the form of HTML tables, and pioneered the study of tables on the Web as a high-quality relational data source. Since then, various efforts have been made to extract semantics from web tables. These efforts usually contain but not limited to three tasks: table entity linking, column type identification and table relation extraction.

Syed et al. \[[@CR16]\] presented a pipeline approach, which first inferred the types of columns, then linked cell values to entities in the given KB, finally selected appropriate relations between columns. Mulwad et al. \[[@CR6]\] and Limaye et al. \[[@CR13]\] described approaches to jointly model entity linking, column type identification and relation extraction tasks using graphical model. These models, which handle all three tasks at the same time, rely on the correctness and completeness of the knowledge base, and therefore may run the risk of negatively affecting the performance of entity linking.

There are also some works that only focus on the task of table entity linking \[[@CR3]--[@CR5], [@CR9], [@CR15]\]. Shen et al. \[[@CR15]\] linked the mentions in list-like web tables (multiple rows with one column) to the entities in a knowledge base. Efthymiou et al. \[[@CR9]\] proposed three unsupervised annotation methods and attempted to map each table row to an entity in a KB. This work was based on the assumption that the entity columns of tables were already known and their values served as the names of the described entities. Bhagavatula et al. \[[@CR3]\] presented TabEL which used a collective classification technique to collectively disambiguate all mentions in web tables. Wu et al. \[[@CR4]\] constructed a graph of mentions and candidate entities and used page rank to determine the similarity scores between mentions and candidates. In the above methods, a lot of hand-designed features are applied, which is time-consuming and laborious. Recently, with the popularity of deep learning models, representation learning is used to automatically capture semantic features. Luo et al. \[[@CR5]\] proposed a neural network method for cross-language table entity linking. It took some embedding features as inputs and used a two-layer fully connected network to perform entity linking. This model only used simple coherence features and a MLP network to link all mentions in tables, thus cannot achieve desired linking effect.

In this paper, we automatically capture the semantic features of the mentions and candidate entities from different aspects to fully use the local information, and then use a global model to disambiguate the mentions in web tables in a global perspective.

Methodology {#Sec3}
===========

As shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the overall structure of *JHSTabEL* consists of two parts: the hybrid semantic matching model which encodes the contextual information from two different semantic aspects to obtain the local semantic representations and matching scores of the mentions and the candidate entities; the global decision model which makes decisions from a global perspective to jointly disambiguate the mentions in the same column. We will introduce the details of these two parts in this section.Fig. 2.The overall structure of our proposed model for table entity linking.

Preliminaries {#Sec4}
-------------

Before introducing our model, we firstly make a definition of the table entity linking task. Formally, Given a table $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For each mention in the web tables, we need to generate its candidate referent entities from a given knowledge base. Hence, we use several heuristic rules to obtain the candidates: (i) the mention's redirect and disambiguation page in Wikipedia; (ii) exact match of the string mention; (iii) fuzzy match (e.g., edit distance) of the string mention; (iv) entities containing the n-grams of the mention.

To optimize the memory and avoid unnecessary calculations during model training, we use the XGBoost model to simplify the candidate sets. The features used in XGBoost are the edit distance between the mentions and their candidate entities, the semantic similarity between the mention context representations and the entity embeddings, and the statistical features based on the pageview and hyperlinks in Wikipedia. Then we take top $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hybrid Semantic Matching Model {#Sec5}
------------------------------
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Existing neural semantic matching models can be divided into two categories: representation-based model and interaction-based model. The representation-based model first uses a neural network to construct a representation for a single text, such as a mention context or an entity abstract, and then conducts matching between the abstract representations of two pieces of text. The interaction-based method attempts to establish a local interaction (e.g., cosine similarity) between two pieces of text, and then uses a neural network to learn the final matching score based on the local interaction.

The representation-based and interaction-based models can capture abstract and concrete level matching signals respectively. In this paper, we propose to fuse these two models to perform semantic matching between the mention and entity contexts. The left part of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the structure of our local hybrid model. It takes the mention and candidate entity as inputs and generates their corresponding contexts and embeddings, which are passed into the representation and interaction models. Finally, the hybrid semantic features and local ranking scores are acquired from this hybrid model. In the remaining of this section, we will introduce the details of these two sub-models and discuss the advantages of fusing them.

### Representation-Based Model. {#FPar1}
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In this way, we extract abstract-level features $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ V_{abs} $$\end{document}$ of the local contexts. We can also calculate the local similarity between mention and candidate entity using the abstract-level features. However, if only this representation-based approach is used, the concrete matching signals (e.g., exact match) are lost, since the matching happens after their individual representations. So next we will introduce an interaction-based model to better capture the concrete matching features to complement the representation-based model.

### Interaction-Based Model. {#FPar2}

Inspired by the latest advances in information retrieval \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\], we propose to use an interaction-based approach to capture the concrete-level features. The interaction-based model using Conv-KNRM \[[@CR12]\] attempts to establish local interactions (e.g., cosine similarity) and get concrete-level features between mention and entity contexts. As shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the Conv-KNRM model first composes n-gram embeddings using CNN networks, and then constructs translation matrices between n-grams of different lengths in the n-gram embedding space. It uses a kernel-pooling layer to count the soft matches of word or n-gram pairs and gets the concrete level features.Fig. 4.The architecture of interaction-based model using Conv-KNRM.
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After getting the word-level n-gram feature matrices, the cross-match layer constructs translation matrices using n-grams of different lengths. For mention n-grams of length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this way, we capture the concrete features $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Hybrid Semantic Matching. {#FPar3}

We use the two sub-models introduced above to capture the abstract and concrete level features respectively, and combine them to get the hybrid semantic features. Then we pass the concatenation result to a MLP network to get the local similarity score for each mention-entity pair.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to better distinguish the correct entity from the wrong entities in the candidate set when training the hybrid model, we use the hinge loss function, which can rank the correct entity higher than others. The loss function of the hybrid model is defined as follow:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Through the hybrid semantic matching model, we obtain the hybrid semantic features and local similarity scores of the mentions and candidate entities, which will serve as inputs to the subsequent global decision model.

Global Decision Model {#Sec6}
---------------------

The global decision model aims to enhance the topical consistency among the mentions in the same column. As shown in the right part of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the global decision model takes the hybrid semantic features and local similarity scores acquired from the hybrid semantic matching model as inputs, and uses an LSTM network to deal with mentions in a sequence manner. The LSTM network can maintain a long-term memory on features of entities selected in previous states. Therefore, the column consistency information can be fully utilized when disambiguating entities.

Inspired by \[[@CR14]\], we sort the mentions in the same column when disambiguating them. In table entity linking task, it is natural to divide all the mentions in a table into multiple segments according to the column they belong to. Then the mentions in a segment are sorted according to the local similarity scores, the one with a higher score is placed first. We take the maximum local similarity between the mention and its corresponding candidate entities as the criterion for each mention when sorting. Then an LSTM network is used to deal with these sorted segments in a sequence manner. In this way, we can start with mentions that are easier to disambiguate and utilize the information provided by previously selected entities to disambiguate subsequent mentions.

The local similarity score indicates the probability of an entity being the target entity of the mention. Therefore, at each time step, we randomly select a candidate for the mention based on this probability, and take the corresponding hybrid representations of the mention and the selected entity as inputs to LSTM network. Then the output at each time step is passed into a MLP network to produce the label for the selected entity. The objective function of the global decision model is defined as follow:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ y' \in \{ 0,1\} $$\end{document}$ is the predicted one. In this way, the mentions in the same column are disambiguated jointly.

Experiment {#Sec7}
==========

In this section, we conduct several experiments to evaluate our model *JHSTabEL* on the sampled web tables. Firstly, we compare it with the state-of-the-art methods, and then discuss the effect of various components of our proposed model.

Experiment Setup {#Sec8}
----------------

### Dataset. {#FPar4}

We use the dataset constructed by Wu et al. \[[@CR4]\], which contains 123 tables extracted from Chinese Wikipedia. The mentions in these tables are labeled by their corresponding Wikipedia articles. We represent this dataset as *Dataset-Wu*. In order to better reflect the advantages of the deep learning method, we expand the dataset by randomly collecting 117 tables from the Web. Each mention in these tables is manually mapped to its corresponding entity in Wikipedia. Then these tables are added to *Dataset-Wu* to generate a larger dataset, represented as *Dataset-Xie*. The average size of tables in this dataset is 12 rows, and each table contains an average of 38.2 mentions. Totally, we obtains 9168 mentions from 240 tables. We randomly split the tables into training, validation and testing sets (70%, 10%, 20%) for experiments.

### Parameter Setting. {#FPar5}

The hyper parameters of our model are obtained from the best validated model. For the representation-based model, the number of LSTM cell units is set to 128, the batch size is 64 and the number of MLP layers is 3. For the interaction-based model, the n-gram lengths are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Baselines and Evaluation Metric {#Sec9}
-------------------------------

### Baselines. {#FPar6}

We compare our model *JHSTabEL* with several table entity linking methods, which reported state-of-the-art results: collective classification model (*TabEL (2015)* \[[@CR3]\]), graph-based model (*Wu et al. (2016)* \[[@CR4]\]) and MLP-based model (*Luo et al. (2018)* \[[@CR5]\]). Besides, we feed Luo et al.'s mention features and context features into our proposed global decision model, which is represented as *Luo-fea-Global*. *JHSTabEL(local)* is a degenerate version of our proposed model, it only uses the local hybrid semantic matching model to disambiguate mentions. This local hybrid model fuses the abstract and concrete matching features to rank the candidate entities for table mentions.

### Evaluation Metric. {#FPar7}

In order to be consistent with the state-of-the-art table entity linking methods, we evaluate the results with Micro Accuracy and Macro Accuracy. Micro Accuracy is the fraction of correct linked cells over the whole dataset and Macro Accuracy is the average correct ratio over different tables.

Experiment Result {#Sec10}
-----------------

### Comparing with Previous Work. {#FPar8}

We compare our proposed model *JHSTabEL* with the baselines on the *Dataset-Wu* and *Dataset-Xie* and report the experimental results in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. From the results, we can notice that the model *JHSTabEL(local)* is comparable to *Luo et al. (2018)*, which jointly disambiguated all mentions in a table and reported the best results so far. This result shows the excellent feature extraction ability of our hybrid semantic matching model, which can better characterize the mention-entity pairs and obtain good results using only local matching. The model *Luo-fea-Global* outperforms *Luo et al. (2018)*, indicating the effectiveness of our global decision model. The model proposed by Luo et al. applied vector averaging over all cells to be linked and concatenated coherence feature to link all mentions in a table in the same time. Due to the simplicity of the coherence feature, this method does not model the correlations between table mentions very well. However, our global decision model uses an LSTM network to maintain the memory of previously selected entities, so as to obtain better joint disambiguation effects. Our full model *JHSTabEL* achieves the best result on both datasets. Compared with *Luo et al. (2018)*, it improves the Micro Accuracy and Macro Accuracy by absolute gains of 0.020 and 0.018 separately on *Dataset-Wu*. Besides, in order to get more reliable results, we enrich the origin dataset (*Dataset-Wu*) and generate a larger dataset (*Dataset-Xie*), which is about 1.95 times of the origin one. Then we perform the same experiments on it. The results still show the superiority of our proposed model.Table 1.Accuracies comparison between our model and baselines on two datasets.MethodsDataset-WuDataset-XieMicro Acc.Macro Acc.Micro Acc.Macro Acc.TabEL (2015)0.8450.8430.8500.847Wu et al. (2016)0.8490.8450.8540.848Luo et al. (2018)0.8780.8640.8840.867Luo-fea-Global0.8850.8720.8900.875JHSTabEL(local)0.8770.8660.8850.865**JHSTabEL0.8980.8820.9070.889**

### Comparison Between Different Semantic Matching Models. {#FPar9}

To further explore the differences between two semantic matching models (Representation-Based and Interaction-Based) and discuss the benefits when combing them, we remove the representation model and interaction model from the full model separately and compare their performance with the full model. As shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we can observe that *Rep-Based + Global Model* performs comparably with *Int-Based + Global Model* and the full model *JHSTabEL* obtains considerable performance gains on both of the two datasets. This comparison result indicates that these two sub-models capture complementary information for entity disambiguation. In fact, the interaction-based model builds the n-gram level local interactions between texts, thus can capture the concrete matching information. However, the concrete information might be lost in representation-based model as it tends to capture the whole meaning of the text and generate abstract information. So we will benefit a lot by combining different semantic matching signals from these two models.Fig. 5.The performance of different semantic matching models.

### Effect of Global Decision Model. {#FPar10}

In order to evaluate whether the global decision model based on LSTM network contributes to disambiguation, we compare the performance with and without the global model. From the results in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, we can see that the accuracies of each local model are greatly improved when combining with the global decision model. This is due to the ability of the global decision model to leverage the information of previously referred entities, thus making full use of the column consistency information when disambiguating entities.Table 2.The effect of the global decision model for entity linking in web tables.MethodsDataset-WuDataset-XieMicro Acc.Macro Acc.Micro Acc.Macro Acc.Rep-Based Model0.8700.8570.8790.861Rep-Based + global Model**0.8910.8760.8970.882**Int-Based Model0.8680.8590.8800.858Int-Based + global Model**0.8900.8760.8990.881**JHSTabEL(local)0.8770.8660.8850.865**JHSTabEL0.8980.8820.9070.889**

### Influence of Ranking Mentions. {#FPar11}

In this part, we test whether ranking the ns before feeding them into the global model helps to disambiguate entities in web tables. Firstly, we input the mentions directly into our global model in the order they appear in the columns. Secondly, we use a bi-directional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) to consider both previous and following entities in the same column in order. Finally, we compare these two models with our proposed model which adopts ranking mentions. As the results showed in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, our model with ranking mentions achieves the best results on both datasets. Comparing two models that do not use ranking, the model with Bi-LSTM performs only slightly better than the model with LSTM. Although the Bi-LSTM can consider the information of the previous and following entities, it may introduce more noise at the same time. However, our proposed model with ranking mentions allows us to utilize the information of easily disambiguated mentions to help the disambiguation of other mentions, so that we can get better disambiguating performance.Fig. 6.The influence of ranking mentions for global decision model.

Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

In this paper we propose a table entity linking model that takes the advantage of the semantic information from different aspects and jointly disambiguates the mentions in web tables. The combination of the different semantic signals can produce better representations for the mentions and candidate entities. By leveraging information from previously referred entities, we can make full use of column consistency to disambiguate mentions. The Comparison with baselines shows that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art solutions, and the experiments on variants of our model also indicate the substantial benefits of the semantic matching models, mention ranking and global decision model. For the future work, we intend to automatically determine whether the content in table cells should be linked to knowledge bases, since such un-linkable information, such as numbers and long sentences, are common in tables.
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